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President’s Ramblings 
Mike Randell 

OPEN DAY 
Not a lot can be said other than  

WHAT A FANTASTIC AND AWESOME 
DAY!!! 

Where do I start for my thanks to people??  
For the Saturday helpers who set the field up, 
many hands made light work, thanks guys! 
To Sunday: 
To the weather gods, cheers, we owe you one! 
From the start: 
To the gate keeper Garry, thanks for your fantastic 
all day vigil on the gate. 
Buddha and Geoff the parking guys who kept it 
moving, cheers guys. 
Kevin and Rod the sausie cooks, I can’t say to 
much otherwise Peter may tell me to cook my own 
but they were great, the lines I saw all day was 
testament to that! 
Merv in the clubhouse running the simulator. 
To the announcers, Len, Maurice and Bruce, you 
guys kept the public informed all day, well done, 
speaking of the public their toiletry needs were  
catered for by the Portaloo delivered and returned 
by Len. 
To the flight line coordinator Peter, you kept it 
moving all day thanks. 
To the raffle donated by Barry Parker and run by 
Barry. I delivered it on Sunday night to a very 
grateful member of the public. 
The scrutineers, Tarquin and Hamish, well done 
you kept the public safe. 

Brad and Philip your Radian test flights were      
enjoyed by many, until one wing decided to part 
ways… 
Linda and Ivan, thank you for the sound system, 
and all the photo’s Linda took (look forward to    
seeing them in the newsletter).  
The fliers, you guys did the job, and wowed the 
socks off the public, hearing the gasps and ahh’s 
from the public was great, especially the formation 
flying and dog fighting, aero-tow, speed runs, 
SPAD, helicopters, jets, the list goes on… 
It was great to see Russ Johnson, Colin Geange 
and Jim Hine pop out to say hello, cheers guys. 
To the members who didn’t make it for one reason 
or another, you missed a great day. 
The takings has swelled the coffers by over 
$2000.00, and has been banked by Greg, this can 
also be attributed by the advertising Philip and   
Ladderman put out, cheers! Thanks Greg for your 
continued support it is appreciated. 
Lastly to the guys who helped clean up on Sunday, 
I know I was buggered, many many thanks!! 
I know I might have missed some people, so any I 
have missed I apologise and thank you. 
 
Thanks to the members who have paid their subs, 
to the new members welcome, to the previous 
members who have re-joined great to have you 
back. 
 
As per my email we will be sending all committee 
minutes to the members, but these minutes might 
contain items of a sensitive nature and are not for 

public discussion. 
 
Well enough from 
me. 
 
Once again many 
thanks guys.  
 
Mike Randell 
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Club Captain’s Report 
Geoff Hall 

Well the open day has come and gone and what a 
day it was.  It was a very good turnout of models 
and fliers and best of all a large public turn out 
which will boost the club funds. 
 
A special thanks for this happening must go to all 
the helpers and organizers of the event with a big 
thanks to the following people; Gary Pedley for 
manning the gate and taking all that money, Bruce 
and Warren for car parking duties and there was a 
lot of cars, Kevin and Rod for keeping the sausages 
flowing, the model scrutineer’s Hamish, Barry and 
Tarquin and everyone else too numerous to men-
tion.  Thank you. Last but not least I would like to 
thank all those fliers who put on demonstrations to 
keep the crowd entertained with commentary from 
Bruce and Len. 
 
Onto another subject you may have heard or read 
that the committee, well 3 of us anyway, are going 
to be talking to the Ashhurst committee regarding 

the amalgamation of the 2 clubs. Although this 
possibly will be a lengthy process the outcome I 
believe will be beneficial for aeromodelling in the 
Manawatu region long term, as this would give an 
aero club with a possible membership of close to 
60 members. Hopefully we will start talks within the 
next 2-3 weeks.  
 
The Woodville club is hoping to have an open day 
of general flying combined with the Ashhurst club 
and anyone in the Aeroneers. When we have ar-
ranged a date I will have it noted on the website 
and an email sent out. So if you would like to try 
flying somewhere different for a change on a Sun-
day you are most welcome to come to the Wood-
ville field.  
 
Hopefully we still have a few weeks of flying 
w e a t h e r  b e f o r e  w i n t e r  s e t s  i n .  
 
See you at the field,  Geoff 

Phil launches the Wright Flyer for Brad.  

Well done Brad for getting this almost     
uncontrollable aircraft back on the ground in 

nearly one piece. 

Hamish and Tarquin have 
heavy discussions about 
problems with turbines! 
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Open  Day Pics 

Thank you to Sam Kletzkin for these aerial 
shots. Photos taken about 1.30—1.45 pm 
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Open day 

Jets Gliders Vintage 

Quadcopters 3D Helicopters Turbo-prop 

Scale Helicopter Scale Planes Fun Machines 

Aircraft of all shapes & sizes 
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From the Editors Desk 
The open day was a success because all the club     
members came together as a team.   
Whether you printed out a poster and hung it in your 
workplace, told your neighbours, spoke to the media or 
posted something on social media you helped invite the 
public to the event.  Once the public arrived the team 
managed them well and hopefully you enjoyed the spe-
cial part you played in keeping the guests happy.  Well 
done all.  
 

We invited our car club to attend - they had visited our 
home and, of course, checked out the model room and 
expressed an interest.   Their newsletter has come out 
and included six photos of models so publicity for us as 
well as another 15 cars in the gate and they picked up a 
couple of members on the way—not our members but 
members of the public.  Win Win for everyone. 
 

I took hundreds of photos on the open day—some I just 
captured the sky or a tail plane, others good general 
shots, however most of the photos are of aircraft that we 
can focus in upcoming Servo Chatters. These are good 
over the winter months when I lack local content if there 
is no flying.  Please do not hesitate to send me photos of 
your latest build or your repair while it is on the work-
bench.    
 

Many thanks to those who have sent information for this 
edition, to Merv for the very interesting article on pages, 
7, 8 and 9.  To those who have sent in adverts for sale 
and wanted to buy. These are very welcome along with 
letters to the editor.  These will be printed as long as 
they are printable and sender is assured of confidentially. 
 

Take care everyone, have a great month. If travelling 
over the Easter—Anzac day holiday time, please          
remember to treat the driver of the other car as crazy. 
Linda 

They shall not grow old, as we that are left grow old: 

Age shall not weary them or the years condemn. 
At the going down of the sun and in the morning, 

We will remember them. 

Wishing everyone a very  

happy and safe Easter. 
Two pieces of advice for Easter: 
1. Don’t eat too much chocolate. 

2. There’s no such thing as too much chocolate.  

Thank You 
 

team for an awesome  
open day. 

A few facts about Anzac Day: 

The Anzacs were all volunteers, there was no      
conscription. Men would travel far and wide to sign 
up as it was seen as a courageous and brave act to 
fight for your country.  
 

The Gallipoli campaign ended in a stalemate, when 
the Anzacs slipped away quietly over two nights.  
 

During the Gallipoli campaign, the Anzac and       
Turkish soldiers called a truce for eight hours to 
bury their dead on May 24th 1915.  
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The Propensity to Roll  
By Merv Matthews 

The recent crashes of Boeing 737-MAX aircraft 
might bring back memories of similar crashes of 
older 737-200 and -300 versions during the 1990s. 
At that time Boeing was reluctant to accept that its 
aircraft might be at fault. In the case of a SilkAir 
Boeing 737-300 it was even suggested that the   
pilot might have committed suicide by deliberately 
diving the aircraft into the ground. Duncan Ward, a 
New Zealander was the first officer on that flight. 
 

Eventually, after much testing, it was discovered 
that the rudder power control unit (PCU) was 
seemingly to blame. This is a hydraulic device 
which is located inside the tail fin but outside the 
heated cabin. Tests revealed that when warm    
hydraulic fluid from the aircraft's interior were 
pumped into a freezing PCU an outer piston 
jammed tight, leaving an inner piston to continue 
and overrun its position. Thus the rudder was 
moved in the opposite direction to what the pilot or 
the yaw damper intended. Boeing subsequently 
redesigned the PCU and sent out replacement units 
to all current owners of 737s fitted with the faulty 
units. However, rudder "hard-over" events         
continued to plague 737 aircraft. If you Google 

"Wikipedia Boeing 737 Rudder Issues" you can 
read a good summary of such events. 
 

However, the story goes back much further, to the 
1940s, when the swept wing  B-47 bomber was 
being developed. Older members who still have 
their copies of "Under 500" (the club magazine) 
from October 1996 and February 1997 can read my 
story of the development of the yaw damper which 
is now fitted to every swept wing airliner built to 
prevent "Dutch roll". 

Below are the articles from October 1996 and    
February 1997 Under 500 magazines kindly       

sent through by Merv. 

There is another interesting article about this very topic on 

line— 

https://www.sail-world.com/Australia/Americas-Cup-

Speculation-on-Oracle-Team-USAs-foiling-system/-

115070?source=google 

 

Maybe it was this which allowed Oracle to gain control of 

their boat in the 34th America’s Cup.  Linda 
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Little Herbie  
The story of a device which transformed the airline 
industry 

In late 1943 the U.S. Army Air Forces invited a 
number of manufacturers to submit designs for the 
first American jet bomber. By November 1944, four 
companies - Boeing, North American, Convair, and 
Martin - were committed to building prototypes. 

The Army wanted a bomber to fly at a minimum 
speed of 500 mph at an operating altitude of     
between 35,000 and 40,000 feet. No one at Boeing 
could fail to see the significance of this contract. 
Whoever build the Army Air Forces' first jet bomber 
would have a commanding foothold in the dawning 
jet age. 

Boeing, like its competitors, initiated a design with 
conventional straight wings, but at the same time 
began to listen to certain designers who advocated 
a swept wing, a radical and largely untested idea. A 

test wing with variable sweep was constructed and 
wind tunnel tests were carried out to determine the 
critical Mach number, the speed at which the flow 
over the wing began its transonic dance. As they 
increased the angle of the wing, so the critical 
Mach number rose. At once they could see the   
significance for their project, now named the      
XB-47. The bomber was not intended to be       
supersonic, but by postponing the onset of the    
critical Mach number they could have it fly far  
closer to the speed of sound than any straight-wing 
bomber, so creating an unmatchable margin in top 
speed. 

At first, the swept wing created for the XB-47 was 
an unmitigated disaster. Although sweepback     
delivered a huge advantage in speed, it ruined   
everything else. The chosen wing was a wild thing 
- it had a mind of its own and would flip the plane 
over in seconds. It was unflyable. 

Under 500 - October 1996 

https://www.sail-world.com/Australia/Americas-Cup-Speculation-on-Oracle-Team-USAs-foiling-system/-115070?source=googleC:/Users/Linda/Documents/Bluetooth%20Folder
https://www.sail-world.com/Australia/Americas-Cup-Speculation-on-Oracle-Team-USAs-foiling-system/-115070?source=googleC:/Users/Linda/Documents/Bluetooth%20Folder
https://www.sail-world.com/Australia/Americas-Cup-Speculation-on-Oracle-Team-USAs-foiling-system/-115070?source=googleC:/Users/Linda/Documents/Bluetooth%20Folder


The problem of control was compounded by       
another: where could they put the engines. There 
were not many choices. The Air Forces wanted the 
engines isolated, from the crew and the bomb load. 
That really left only the wing. But if, like piston  
engines, they were put inside nacelles directly on 
the wing - the solution adopted by their three rivals 
- an engine fire from bullet penetration would still 
be fatal to the wing. (Many of Boeing's Flying    
Fortresses were lost over Germany when an engine 
fire burned through a wing in seconds.) 

The solution was to lower the engines under the 
wing on struts. If there was an engine fire the    
slipstream would carry the flames under the wing, 
not through it. Designers groped for a formula that 
would reconcile structural integrity with             
aerodynamic balance and came up with a wing that 
would be unusually flexible, designed to bend with 
the aerodynamic stresses as it carried the loads of 
the underslung engines. The wild animal was    
getting wilder as they watched this bucking       
mustang of a wing in the tunnel. 

Intensive wind tunnel tests followed to determine 
the best positions for the engine nacelles.          
Miraculously, the two ideas, the swept flexible wing 
and the podded engine, each independently      
troublesome, made perfect harmony together and 
the bucking wing was tamed. 

Maiden flight 

The first XB-47 left the plant in September 1947 for 
system checks, but it was nearing Christmas before 
it was ready to fly. On the 44th anniversary of the 
Wright Brothers' first flight at Kitty Hawk the XB-47 
took off from Boeing Field and headed for Moses 
Lake where the rest of the flight testing was to 
take place. Few problems surfaced during a      
cautious flight kept within the narrow limits set for 
a maiden flight. 

During a subsequent test flight pilot Bob Robbins 
reported to his boss Bill Cook over the radio that he 

was experiencing a strange oscillation. He was    
flying at high altitude, but well short of the upper 
speed limit. He had begun to feel confident enough 
to take his eyes off the controls, and was checking 
his flight plan. Suddenly, he was conscious that the 
aircraft was snaking. He straightened up and then 
let it free of control again. Of its own volition, the 
bomber was making a series of S turns,            
incrementally more pronounced, with the wings 
beginning to bank. As Robbins described the      
condition in more detail, Cook said, "We have 
Dutch roll." 

This was a demon that designers had feared from 
the beginning. They thought they had designed 
enough control into the prototype to prevent it. 
Now they knew otherwise. They had detected this 
tendency in the wind tunnel and their fears were 
now confirmed - Dutch roll was endemic to the 
swept wing. In fact, the condition was exacerbated 
by the podded engines slung on the pylons. 

The whole B-47 configuration was in jeopardy. 
Cook called in Ed Pfafman, an expert in mechanical
-electrical devices, to see if he could produce a 
gadget that could be interposed between the     
rudder pedals and the rudder that, without any  
intervention by the pilot, would sense the presence 
of Dutch roll and damp it before the pilot had to 
touch the rudder pedals. 

Within three weeks the XB-47 had been fitted with 
the device, described technically as a yaw damper, 
but colloquially at Moses Lake, for no clear reason. 
as "Little Herbie." It worked. 

It is true to say that no other single step was as 
important in granting life to this form of aircraft. 
The large, flexible swept wing would never have 
become the commonplace it now is without Little 
Herbie. To this day, every aircraft of the same form 
has one. 

Cook and Pfafman received $50 each for the      
patent. 

B-47 737-Max 



The article on Little Herbie, the device which turned 
an inherently unstable aircraft into one which could 
actually be flown safely, attracted some interest 
from one or two members. Here's some more 
about it. 

When an aircraft with a swept wing goes into a 
yaw, the forward wing effectively has less sweep 
and generates more lift, while the other has more 
sweep in relation to the airflow, and lift is lost. If 
the yaw is not corrected promptly a roll is induced. 
With each oscillation the yaw becomes more      
pronounced and the roll effect more severe. 

The ‘Dutch Roll’ problem which first surfaced in the 
B-47 arose again with the Boeing 707. It surfaced 
in 1959 as airline crews were being trained to fly 
the first 707s. To move from pistonengined aircraft 
to the big jets required a big leap in technique and 
procedures. Few realised that within the decorous 
procedures for flying the 707 there remained, if 
unleashed, the temperament of the B-47. A      
number of pilots would learn to their sorrow that 
flying a 707 was not a piece of cake. 

The Crashes 

It is part of crew training to deliberately get the 
aircraft into trouble, under monitored conditions, so 
that the pilots will learn how to recover. But this 
idea went disastrously wrong while an American 
Airlines crew was training on a 707 over Calverton 
on Long Island. In accordance with planned       
procedure, they aborted a landing, repositioned for 
another approach, and then sharply reduced power 
on the two starboard engines, simulating a multiple 
engine failure. Coming out of a left turn, the 707 
suddenly began to yaw to the right - the           
unmistakable onset of Dutch roll. Within only 15 
seconds the 707 flipped on to its back and hit the 
ground upside down, exploding on impact. All the 
crew died. 

The pilots were unaware of the 707's propensity to 
roll within seconds of yaw developing, and should 
have been more closely watched. As a result,    
Boeing sent test pilots Tex Johnston and Jim     
Gannett to supervise further pilot training at    
American. They took off one morning from La 
Guardia with a regular instructor alongside the   
student pilot, Gannett in the rear jump seat and 
Johnston standing behind. The instructor           
deliberately initiated Dutch roll. The student pilot 
went too far, the instructor lost control, and     
Gannett had to grab the controls and close all four 

throttles to regain control. It was nearly fatal. 

Not long afterward, a Pan Am 707 got wildly out of 
control on a training flight near Paris. Again, as it 
had in the Long Island incident, a Dutch roll turned 
the plane upside down and an outboard engine 
sheared off and fell to earth. But the pilots were 
high enough to regain control and landed safety on 
three engines. The same thing happened to an Air 
France pilot. 

Then in October 1959, Boeing pilot Russell Baum 
was nursing a Braniff pilot through the regular 
training pattern when once again a Dutch roll got 
out of hand. This time the manoeuvre was so     
violent that the plane threw off three of its four   
engines. Baum regained control and began a    
crash-landing approach over woodlands and lakes. 
He told four of the eight men on board, including 
another Boeing instructor, to get to the back of the 
plane where they would have a better chance to 
survive. The 707 clipped some trees and broke 
apart. The four in the rear survived but those up 
front died in the crash. 

The Aftermath 

A divisive argument ensued at Boeing. Executives 
felt that Boeing had delivered a safe, certificated 
airplane to the airlines and that if they followed the 
cautionary training instructions it would stay out of 
trouble. But Tex Johnston, their highly experienced 
test pilot, had concluded that Boeing had expected 
a higher competence from the airline pilots than 
was actually evident. To allow for this, the 707 
needed better directional stability. He proposed 
more hydraulic boost for the rudder, a small ventral 
fin under the tail and more vertical tail. Boeing 
went ahead with these and other modifications, but 
there were arguments over who should pay.    
Eventually Boeing picked up the tab, to the tune of 
$150 million. 

Developments in electronics have made "Little 
Herbie" into what is now called the SAS - the      
Stability Augmentation System. Greatly enhanced, 
it has its own backup and works independently of 
other control systems. 

So next time you fly in a Boeing jet, rest assured 
that the SAS is quietly getting on with the job of 
making your flight a safe one. Or would you prefer 
to have the occasional roll thrown in to relieve the 
boredom? 
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More About Little Herbie 
Under 500 - February 1997 
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Vintage Report 
Philip Pearpoint 

The second Vintage competition for 2019 was 
flown in a moderate Easterly wind, strong enough 
to put some off flying at all, and strong enough 
to cause most problems in gaining bonus landing 
points. 
Only Ladderman and Philip managed all 3 landing 
points, and with Ladderman only dropping 5        
seconds over the 3 rounds he took a well deserved 
victory on the day. 
President (forever) Mike was unable to fly his 3rd 
round after a gust of wind turned his model over 
and damaged the fin. 

After two competitions we already have a tight race 
at the top of the points table with Tama and      
Ladderman 1st equal. 
Last years reining champ I T Bruce is lagging      
behind in 3rd place...lets keep it that way!! 
 
See you all on April 14th for the next round. 

Next Vintage Competition 

Day: 14 April 

Bruce Woodfield 3.04 +20 3.00 +20 3.01 +20 595 1st 

Phil Pearpoint 3.06 +20 2.56 +20 3.00 +20 590 2nd 

Bradley Pearpoint 2.56 +20 2.59 +20 3.04 +0 571 3rd 

Tama Randell 2.57 +20 2.54 +0 2.50 +0 541 4th 

Bruce McKay 2.55 +0 2.53 +0 2.51 +20 539 5th 

Greg Findon 3.15 +0 3.15 +0 2.58 +0 508 6th 

Mike Randell 2.54 +0 2.53 +0 dns 347 7th 

March Results 

Vintage Year to Date Results —Looks like you need to Watch this Space! 

 Feb March April May June July 
Au-
gust Sept Oct Nov Dec Year to date 

Tama Randell    592 541          1133 

Bruce Woodfield   538 595                   1133 

Bruce Mckay       551 539          1090 

Greg Findon    556 508                   1064 

Phil Pearpoint  448 590          1038 

Mike Randell   531 347                   878 

Brad Pearpoint  - 571          571 

Peter Vining    546 -                   546 

Flemming Ravn  538 -          538 

Kevin Burrows  487 -                   487 

Room for more              

Are you a starter             
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Aeroneers 2 metre glider report   

Pilot 3 minutes 4 minutes total 

Bruce McKay 3:01 - 50 3.55 - 50 514 

Phil Pearpoint 3:02 - 50 4:05 - 50 513 

Brad Pearpoint 3:04 - 50 4:06 - 50 510 

Flemming Ravn 3:11 - 50 4:03 - 50 506 

Wayne Bilham 2:17 - 50 3:56 - 50 473 

Mike Randell 3:07 - 50 3:13 - 50 466 

Bruce Woodfield 3:16 - - 4:03 - 50 451 

Peter Vining 3:04 - 50 2:23 - 50 419 

Greg Findon 2:21 - 50 1:47 - 50 348 

Bruce Dix 2:28 - - 6:15 - - 253 

A beautiful morning greeted ten glider jockeys 
with excellent gliding weather to start our 
2019 competition. We welcome Bruce Dix to 
our Club and to our 2m Glider competition. 
 
Flemming brought out his new Airplane   
sporting a fuselage and tail feathers from CLM
-Pro Models in Pribslavec in Croatia slung   
under a wing of Flemming's own design and 
construction.  Flemming trusted only         
Ladderman to launch his new beauty on it 
test flight and a few moments later Flemming 
announced his masterpiece ready for       
competition, having required no tickling of 
trim switches. 
 
Wayne readied his leading tech Miles and  
battle was joined.  A building breeze ensured 
good launches and most gliders found good 
lift. Competition was close with four scores 
between 506 and 514.  Wayne missed a good 
lift and Ladderman missed a huge circle to 
spoil their scores. 
 
Four flyers flew a third 5 minute round, but 
the time was advancing and the wind was 
strengthening so the competition was scored 
over two rounds. 

A nice morning welcomed 12 flyers to Modelport.      
Competitor numbers are building as our 2m Glider     
competition remains  popular.   
 
Bruce Fryer arrived to compete and Len Ruby            
succumbed to relentless arm  twisting by Ladderman to 
compete by flying our Club Glider. 
 
Although the weather was fine and warm the wind was 
light and variable and lift mostly absent.  Three gliders 
were partly or wholly disassembled by interaction with a 
hard clay surface, a length of #8 fencing wire and by a 
strategically placed screwdriver anchoring the centre of 
the four circle ribbons.  The proper centre pin was found 
two weeks later by Lady Luck assisted by Greg Findon, 
before it had a chance to damage the Farmer's hay    
making machinery. 
 
Hopes were high that the new hi-tech Gliders with their 
highly experienced pilots could knock Bruce McKay off 
the top rung, but those hopes were emphatically dashed 
by yet another faultless performance from our reigning 
Champion. 

Pilot    Total 

Bruce McKay 2:56 - 50 3.58 - 50 1:30 - 50 644 

Phil Pearpoint 3:03 - 50 3:25 - 50 1:50 - 50 642 

Wayne Bilham 2:42 - - 4:12 - 50 1:30 - 50 606 

Merv Matthews 2:12 - 50 1:13 - 50 1:48 - 50 463 

Flemming Ravn 3:09 - 50 2:45 - 50 1:26 - 50 452 

Bruce Woodfield 2:03 - - 1:21 - 50 1:40 - - 354 

Peter Vining 2:21 - - 1:20 - -  1:20 - 50 351 

Bruce Dix 3:34 - - 2:09 - - 1:38 - 50 303 

Len Ruby 1.40 - - 1:37 - - 0:51 - 50 298 

Bruce Fryer 2:57 - 50 DNS DNS 227 

Mike Randell 2:16 - 50 DNF DNS 186 

Greg Findon 1:11 - - 0:12 - - DNS 83 

3 February 2019 3 March 2019 
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Buddy Box 
 

On March 18th it was 10 years since PV270s 
first post restoration flight and its first flight 
since its last one in Burma in January 1956. 
That flight in March 2009 was the culmination 
of over 35,000 man hours of restoration, over 
5 years and 3 months of effort by a wonderful 
team. 
To mark the occasion, SQNLDR Sean Perrett 
performed a full Spitfire display at RNZAF 
Ohakea commencing at 6-12pm (1812 local - 
the time of the first flight in 2009) on Monday 
March 18th. 
Well done to the team at Biggin Hill 

Hoping the 

forecast is  

looking  

brighter 

Under the 

weather 

  

 

Happy Birthday 

and many happy returns  

to club members and their families  
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Aeroneers visit Levin 

Great way to 
spend a 

Wednesday    
afternoon. 

Greg, Kevin, Len 
and Ritchie, Ivan 
and a couple of 
Levin locals and 

a Wellington  
pilot all enjoying 

a good days    
flying. 
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Events 
 

Check our website for update information:  

Click here:  www.aeroneers.com 

PNA May PNA April 
5 May - 2 metre gliders 

12 May - Tomboy and vintage 

19 May - Radian, cub and scale 

26 May - Assassin and combat 

31 May - Deadline Servo Chatter  

1 June - June Servo Chatter will be online 

7 April - 2 metre gliders 

14 April - Tomboy and vintage 

19 April - Good Friday 

21 April - Radian, cub and scale 

22 April - Easter Monday 

25 April - Anzac Day  

28 April - Assassin and combat 

30 April - Deadline Servo Chatter  

1 May - May Servo Chatter will be online 

Time to build a little fun 
machine. 

Starts Thursday 2 May 

http://www.aeroneers.com
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   Flight Sim Controller 
 

  
As a result of the Radian trial flights at the Open Day, preceded by several minutes on the Club simulator, 
at least two families are now looking for a flight sim controller, either a Dynan or E-Sky.  
 
I can supply the software for the FMS Simulator, but it is best used with the appropriate controller.  
 
If any member can help, please give me a call:  Merv Matthews 357 2858. 

For Sale 

For the trainer and the 
accessories—$120 ono 

The sig kadet is brand 
new never 
opened $200 ono 

The Futaba 
FASST kit: $135 
ono 

The sig four star is 
new except I glued 
the wing spars       
together  $390 ono 

The motor is an eflite 
power 110, $160 ono 

If you are interested in any of the above—please email James direct on  
jameswansink@gmail.com.  James is happy to discuss reasonable offers. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Water slide transfer Decals 

6 x 60 mm decals 
5 x 40 mm decals 
7 x 25 mm decals  

on the sheet 

     
Simple to apply 

Long lasting 

Order from Flemming Ravn,  ravnf@outlook.com.  
Collect at flying field. 

$5.00 
per sheet 

mailto:jameswansink@gmail.com
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Palmerston North Aeroneers 
Important information 

 

President: 
Mike Randell 
president@aeroneers.com 
 

Vice President: 
Rene Redmond 
Phone 021 2452729  
vicepresident@aeroneers.com 
 

Treasurer: 
Tama Randell 
Phone 027 2920363 
treasurer@aeroneers.com 
 

Secretary  
Bruce Withell 
Phone 358 3202 
secretary@aeroneers.com 
 

Club Captain: 
Geoff Hall 
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com 
 

Webmaster: 
Tama Randell 
Phone 027 2920363 
 

Servo Chatter Editor 
and Website Updates 
Linda Lambess - Phone 06 2102910, 021 2106139 
editor@aeroneers.com 
 

Committee: 
Phil Pearpoint  - Phone 06 323 9093 
Hamish Loveridge –Phone 027 460 3848 
Len Ruby  
Peter Vining - Phone 027 443 2378 
Barry Parker  
 

Club address—club no longer has a P.O. Box number 
 

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com                                                             
Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com 

 
Club Flying Site: 

End of Spur Road West, Colyton. 

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not           
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every 
care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be       
responsible for the content of advertisements or any material 
contained  therein. The editor reserves the right of publication. 

Senior Membership $88 NZMAA affiliation + $72 
club membership = $160  

Family Membership $93 NZMAA affiliation + $72 
club membership = $165 

Junior (under 18) $25 NZMAA affiliation + $20 club 
membership = $45 

Associate $40 

Associate Flying $72 

MFW Associate $25 + $25 club sub +$50 

 
Subs are per annum.  
 

Please pay any committee member or online to 
Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00  Palmerston 
North Aeroneers.   Don’t forget to include your 
name in the details box.  
 

Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise   
Greg of your payment. 

 

You need to be a paid member to fly at the  
club airfield. 

 

The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the 
NZMAA prior to March 31 to ensure all club      
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability 
insurance. 

 

PNA Hat - $15 
Your typical fisherman 
“Gilligan” style. 
 

PNA Shirt - $30  

They are 100% Dri-zone  
polyester, anti-snag and  
moisture wicking. 
UPF rating 50+. 

See a committee member. 

Keep the 

sun off! 

Annual Club Subscriptions The Committee 

http://www.aeroneers.com
mailto:aeroneers@aeroneers.com
mailto:treasurer@aeroneers.com

